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[Résumé] 
The wood grain is not straight, and the singularity commonly exists in nature. Some trees 
frequently have specific grain patterns, causing their wood grain to deviate to the applying 
direction. The consequence is that those wood have the grain pattern and demonstrate an 
attractive appearance on the plane, called the figured wood. The definition of the figured wood 
is between the boundary of “common existence” and the “accidental occurrence”. The 
definition is thus defined by exploring their existence and lexical terms from the professional 
wood supply. 
The hidden information about the attractive appearance is because of the diving angle. Thus, a 
trial with the visible light with multiple angles is made. Also, the analytical equation is built to 
approach their structure. Instead, the splitting along the radial direction demonstrates the grain 
structure in wood. Furthermore, some patterns, such as birdseye grain, have sudden grain 
changes against the radial direction. Pommele and swirling grain cannot be simulated or 
quantified. Besides the mesoscopic discovery for the grain structure, the XRD (X-ray 
diffraction) method is used for their grain angle (GA) and microfibril angle (MFA) local 
measurements. 
Two dynamic mechanical (vibrational) methods were used for the longitudinal mechanical 
properties measurements in two sample sizes. Some new developments allowed testing 
dynamic properties in shear. A quasi-static test (ultrasonic) was used to expand to moduli in the 
other directions. The shrinkage properties and fibre saturation point (FSP) were measured to 
understand the hygro- mechanical properties and the relation to mechanical properties. Those 
properties values were compared with the literature results, comparing the relative difference. 
Reduced anisotropy was confirmed as a feature of figured woods. 
Although figured woods are characterised by grain deviations, the longitudinal mechanical 
properties are not necessarily degraded, and between very different species, the MFA more 
dominates it. However, the grain deviations generally reduce the longitudinal modulus of 
elasticity, and the shear moduli are relatively large, causing smaller axial-to-shear anisotropy. 
Also, the anisotropy of properties appears more related to the MFA because it is more stable 
than the GA, which has very local variations for the complex grain structure. In the end, the 
visual grading from professional wood vendors is indirectly proving it because it helps compare 
the same species with different degrees of figure for the mechanical properties grading. 
However, the MFA is not detectable in macroscopic. 
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